
Frame                                                   00:01:40

continued-   Title fades into frame, centred 
in the middle.
Font size- 14
Text Colour- white
Duration: “Z”- 5
Type: Elektora
Audio description: drummming starts and it 
builds miomentum.

Frame                                                   00:01:50

New Shot- The FIlm Logo now, materialises 
in a �ashy manner.
Font size- 14-16 (transition)
Text Colour- White
Duration: “logo”10
Type: Elektora
Audio description- main theme composi-
tion. 
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endnoftime

Frame                                                   00:00:50

New shot- “A”  fade in to corner of frame, its 
distorts slightly.
Font size- 14
Text Colour- Red
Duration: “A”-5sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description- nature/ambient noises 
(birds water etc)

Frame                                                   00:01:10

New shot- “C” and “B” circle the face, they 
bulg in size before shattering.
Font size- 14-16 (transition)
Text Colour- White
Duration: “C”, ”B”- 3secs
Type: Elektora
Audio description- strange horns

Frame                                                   00:01:15

Continued- Multiple credits now cross the 
screen. Some coming in from the left, 
others from the right.
Font Size-12
Text Colour- white
Duration: “group D, D2”-4secs
Type: Elektora
Audio description- chanting

Frame                                                   00:01:19

Continued- The background crubles away 
and with it, all credits.
type.
Font Size-14
Text Colour-  white
Duration: “group D, D2” 1sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description- Crumbling noise

Frame                                                   00:01:20

Continued- “F’ and ”F2” transition on screen 
as if etched into rock.
Font Size- 14
Text Colour- white
Duration:  “F’, ”f2”-4secs
Type: Elektora
Audio description- the scraching of rock.

Frame                                                   00:01:24

Continued- Again the surface on which the 
titles appear shatter,  this time �ying 
towards the screen.
Font Size- 14
Text Colour- white
Duration: “F’, ”f2”- 1secs
Type: Elektora
Audio description Cracking of rock

Frame                                                   00:01:30

New shot-  F2 enters from top, f4 from 
buttom right and f3 from bottom left. they 
move in the formation the triangle and 
hold.
Font Size-12
Text Colour- white
Duration: “F2”, “F3”, “F4”-4secs
Type: Elektora

Frame                                                   00:01:34

Continued -They exit in the same manner 
they came; shooting out of the frame.
Font Size-12
Text Colour- white
Duration: “F2”, “F3”, “F4”- 1secs
Type: Elektora

Audio description: bullet sound.

Frame                                                   00:01:35

Continued- “G’, “G2” appear on either side of 
the triangle. The titles fall of the frame in a 
arched arched manner.
Font Size- 14
Text Colour- white
Duration: “G” , “G2”- 2
Type: Elektora
Audio description: sound of something 
sharp, cutting through air.
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Frame   1                                                00:00:02

Shot Description- Director’s title fades in, holds 
and fades out. 
Font size- 22
Text Colour- Red
Duration: “oliver teigag”-3secs
Type: Elektora
Audio description:  low humming

Frame    2                                               00:00:06

New shot- Shards (appearing like stars), congeal 
to form “A”. “A” moves towards centre of frame 
and in z space, towards camera.
Font size- 16
Text Colour- White
Duration: “A”-3sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description: low humming continues

Frame  3                                                 00:00:09

Continued- “A” fades out as its move closer to the 
screen. 2 more credits appear on either side of it, 
in the same “shards” transition seen in before.  As 
they a further back they seem smaller
Font Size- 16
Text Colour- white
Duration: “A” -1sec, “B”,C”-4sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description: swooshing noise

Frame 4                                                  00:00:19

New shot- “D” glimers as its being illumi-
nated by sun light. A planet in the frame 
moves from eft to right obscuring “D”.
Font Size-14
Text Colour-  white
Duration: “D”-6sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description: twinkly sound e�ect.

Frame 5                                                   00:00:27

New shot-  The camera pans to the right, 
revealing “D2”. Thus “D2” appears to move 
into the frame from the right.
Font Size- 14
Text Colour- white
Duration: “D2”- 7sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description: low humming again.

Frame    6                                              00:00:34

Cotinued- Spaceship hurtles towards the 
screen, hitting “D2” in the process and 
shatering it. 
Font Size- 14
Text Colour- white
Duration: “D2”-1sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description: sound of a �ames being 

Frame 7                                                     00:00:37

New shot- Credits appear from behind 
�oading space debris.
Font Size-12
Text Colour- white
Duration: “E”, “E1”, “E2”- 4secs
Type: Elektora
Audio description: sound of ojects �ying 
through the air

Frame   8                                                00:00:41

Continued- Credits disintergrate into a 
green �ame as the spaceshp activates its 
force �eld.
Font Size-12
Text Colour- white
Duration: “E”, “E1”, “E2”- 1sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description: A laser sound e�ect 

Frame   9                                                00:00:44

New shot- “F” and “F2” arch in the shape of the 
earth spherical form. They move into the 
distance
Font Size- 14
Text Colour- white
Duration: “F”, “F2”- 6sec
Type: Elektora
Audio description: The sound of the ship 
passing overhead.

                    Directed by
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Symbolic Scoring


